Mississippi CORE

Staff prior to October 1, 1964
- George Haymond
- Annie Devine
- Joe Lee Watts
- C. O. Chinn
- Mattheo Suarez
- Theodis Hewitt
- James Collier
- Preston Ponder
- Lois Chaffee
- Alma Bosley
- Eric Weinberger
- Elaine Weinberger

Staff added October 1, 1964
- Karen Duncan
- Gladys Freeman
- Liz Fusco
- Randy Glenn
- Marjorie Henderson
- Houston Howard
- Jo Morris
- Eric Morton
- Jo Anne Oolman
- Mary Ann Shupenko
- George Smith
- Richard Tinsley
- Sandra Watts
- Martha Wright

Chris Rainone—to be removed, he has left state for good
- Jennie Franklin—was supported this summer by the Oxford friends of the Miss. Summer Project; this support can be continued and should be; hence her name should be removed
- Alan Schiffman—A Princeton student and supported, I think by Princeton Friends, but this will have to be checked out further

Further volunteers in need of support as of October 15, 1964
- Linda Allenstein
- Debbie Bernstein
- Arlene Bock
- Sears Buckley
- Barbara Cheney
- Annie Pearl Clay
- Bambie Crawford
- Elaine Delotte
- Eddie Lee Doss
- Myrtis Evans
- Gail Falk
- Tom Foner
- Judy Hampton
- Annie Hudson
- Nancy Jervis
- Greg Kaslo
- Judy Nussbaum
- Charles Prickett
- Tom Ramsey
- Phil Sharp
- Ken Slote
- Pinkle Slote

Cynthia Lucas

Move now
Move Jan. 1, 1965